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Idle defense dark forest towers wiki

Hi, defenders, this is a note about the towers in Idle Defense: Black Forest.Arrow Towers:Physical Attack. Often used to end up with the dying enemy, Fast Attack, Long Range, Attack the most head enemies. Artillery Tower: Physical attack. It effectively kills groups of enemies, Slow Attack, Short Range,
attacks ground enemies, attacks enemies more head. Magic Towers: Magic Attack. It effectively defeats enemies and protection bosses, continuous guided attack Stronger Attack with the time Protecter of priority attack, attack the most distant enemies. Throns Turrets: Physical attack. It gathers crowds of
monsters, slows down bosses, causes link status, longer distance, makebosses slow down, attack enemies more head. GoldMine Towers: Gold production is one of your main sources of income, unaffected by the PositionPoison Turrets:Magic Attack. It is good for dealing with crowds of monsters, ultra-
short distance, poison can not be cured, infects poison after death, attacks the most distant enemies. Ballista Turrets: Physical attack. It kills a single monster and crowds of monsters, long distance, ground attack, greater damage from the center, attack the enemies more head. Statue Towers: Magic
Attack. It controls the group stably and effectively, causes enemies to sleep, a certain casting delay, unaffected characteristics. Lava Torres: Physical attack. Exorcises the enemies of immune magic, extremely far !!! A certain casting delay, avoid protecting enemies, attack magical immune enemies.
Dragon Turrets: Magic Attack. Gives a stable group battle effectiveness, spit fire around, cause great damage. Downloads:Google Play: Store: Free Hack Idle Defense Dark Forest cheats code list - gold coins, crystal gem, card of the month, promotional ticket, credits, key, gem, premium package, wiki,
tutorial. Idle World of Defense Black Forest Cheating: 1. ZnWo82gka9 - Free Gold 2. 5oyzeUkBSh - Game Speed 3. 5NVCCj8A1D - buy sly 4. BDbYzrlABM - Gold Exchange Trainee Wizard burned the school of magic by mistake. He was exiled and sent home. He was thinking of inheriting his father's
blacksmith's craft, but found no one when he returned. Dear Son, I broke the stone and many monsters fled. There is a tower construction manual, which can help you build towers. I'm going to Antarctica, so you must protect the crystal. Hacked version, cheat codes - contact us: United States of America
(USA) New York, 228 Park Ave S, NY 10003-1502 By the ancestral crystal of his family, he has to fight. You still remember you have a house. Unfortunately, your house will be demolished by the monsters soon. I am a nightmare knight, and this crystal is my destiny. If you want deploy their defenses now.
Wait five seconds to build the tower. Construction is complete, but your newman's work can't stop the monsters. You need one more transformation. 1. VhwoYtCBD - level above 2. 4ZLgXYgZvE - voucher 3. Yf4Sy0dK0A - - key 4. xTggwRUI3o - Diamond Hill 5. mJszpvWu0P - rank up Transformation -
this is the key to saving your masterpiece. There is still room for improvement when the force reaches a certain level. Start when you're ready for it. I hope I'm not wasting my time. Stay alive, boy. The boss in front of you will not be hurt by your tower of weak-strength arrows. Do you still remember that
trick you leaned into the wizards' school- code hack cheats? Spare your power and give it a powerful attack. You're too slow. It took me forever to wait for this level 10 upgrade step. Take the secret key, the chest left by the ancestors is very precious. Open it, the tower you have from the chest is placed in
your bag. Well, put him on the battlefield. Although evolution causes a possible change to other types of tower, unfortunately the level of your masterpiece is low. Evolve to 1 star first. As you saw, the fighting power of the wooden arrow tower increased significantly after evolution, but still far from a
beginner. It is better to take an attitude of you want to protect your crystal. Code Number Cheat Hack title 1 6i6XbCYJ3e fragments 2 NKyMNOIyS9 gem crystal 3 bTaY3t5adQ credits 4 qarM0myqz8 promo code 5 5LWDOxIRQr gift box 6 I0tMD30JYc coin gold s 7 wAMX5GI76T month card 8 L4tPvt9ryi
premium package 9 I3Yujc4n5V emerald 10 Pjoq2Hcqam vip ticket 11 WH9mIKvapo Key Tip, android gameplay secrets: Buy vip - permanent triple speed, receive 4 secret keys per day. New type of idle tower defense game: summon ancient demons as wizards, build god's rank tower, be a master of
tower designer. Use the crystal to summon ancient demons. The various forms of demons give you combat efficiency. Once defeated, summon an ancient demon as your assistant. There's no way to lose this battle. Hack cheats tutorial Idle Dark Forest Defense (wiki): Towers: wooden arrow - release
arrows have caused physical damage. The current damage is 4, the range will be increased after evolution. Magic Tower - Magical attack, effectively defeat shield and boss enemies. Continuous guided attack, longer time with stronger power. Enemy of the priority attack shield. Skill: Lightning - hits
enemies near the crystal, the tenth critical attack. Build different types of combat towers and use terrain perks to defeat enemies. A variety of defense towers help you pass the level easily with strategies. Idle Defense Dark Forest activation code:1. 2. FN0AlFie5H 5IZYKjrZtV 3. WEXNx3Cuo 4.
ldKZLGHb7a 5. LtJpxN53G6 Cheats:1. MgxoYFjDDd 2. U34922p4jg 3. NmnMkMSXyBHack:1. xEWjE8wTzb 2. DVuMuhgMoq 3. N297DZlkp3 how and where to enter Author: Solarios Published Contact: United States (USA), 228 Park Ave S, New York, NY 10003-1502, USA Categories: GAMES
CHEATS In Idle Defense: Black Forest Game, you build towers on the battlefield to protect the crystal that is in the center of the battlefield. The monsters in the dark forest will try their best to destroy you -- and, you need to He. You can deploy a variety of towers or towers in the tower slots to increase the
defense of the dark forest; Wooden arrow, magic tower, poison, and there are so many options. If you just start playing this game, then you are on the right page. In this Idle Defense: Black Forest guide, we'll teach you all the fundamentals of the game. Plus, with the help of our Idle Defense: Black Forest
Tips, cheats, and strategies, you'll be able to progress quickly. So, without further ado, let's dive! Idle Defense: Black Forest Guide – The goal is to protect the crystal from being destroyed by the dark forest monsters that appear at each stage. In the top center of the screen, you can keep an eye on the
stage timeline – if you achieve defeat or the monsters succeed in invading the crystal, the game will ask you to relive or play again from the starting point of the stage. As you progress through the stages, you'll face more powerful monsters from the dark forest with resistance and healing abilities; and to
defeat them, you'll need to deploy more powerful towers. For example – Wood Arrow Tower attacks would be useless against monsters that have shield capability because their shield resists this type of attack. But the attack of the Magic Tower Plus can break their shield. Then you will have to switch to
another type of tower based on the monsters you are facing. Unlocking new tower slots:- In the battlefield area, there are many plots you can buy with gold. More plots mean you can deploy more towers and increase defense. To buy a land, you tap on the untapped plot - &gt; then spend the gold. After
that, a building symbol will appear on that land, which states how much time is left for the building to complete. You're going to have to wait until then. Once the construction is completed, the player can deploy tower. Building the Tower: – To build or deploy a tower, you must purchase it first. In the footer
menu, tap the build button to open the tower store; it has two tabs – the common guide and the limited-time guide. In the common tab, all unlocked towers are available all the time. And in the limited-time tab, the game offers towers at a discounted price for a limited time. You can update offers by tapping
the update button. Spend gold or diamond coins and choose a plan to deploy. If you have towers in the inventory, tap the bag option on the lower left side and tap the tower you want to place. After selecting the tower in the bag, tap the place button and choose a plot to deploy it. It takes a few seconds to
install a new tower in a storyline. Selling a tower: – You can sell tower for gold coins. If deployed, tap your storyline and tap the gold coins button. If not, then go to inventory/bag, the tower you want to sell -&gt; tap the gold coins button. Removing the tower from the plot: – If you don't want to sell a tower –
instead pack it in the bag and tap the slot -&gt; tap the packing button. Packaging. will remove this tower from this storyline and send it to the bag. Upgrade and evolution of a tower: – To improve tower performance on the battlefield, you can raise your level and once you reach the maximum level, you
can evolve it to further improve. The upgrade costs gold coins. And evolving requires a duplicate tower at the same level. For example – To evolve a 2-star Plus Magic Tower at maximum level, you'll need another 2-star Magic Tower or the same attribute tower at the maximum level. Tap the tower you
want to evolve (it must be at its maximum level) – then tap the evolve button. After that, select a duplicate tower that has the same attributes; maximum level, stellar level. And then choose evolution. Evolve Upgrade increases the level of stars, raises the statistics of the tower; maximum level, damage,
range, etc. How to unlock new towers or towers in idle defense: Dark Forest? The player can discover new towers or towers evolving. For example – you can discover the wooden ghoul arrow tower by evolving tile arrow. Evolve the Wooden Arrow to discover more magic arrow or tower. Evolve the Tile
Tower with the Magic Tower Plus to discover the Stone Cannon. Try different combinations. When you choose to evolve, the game asks you to choose an evolution. Demons: - Demons have special attributes and bonuses; DMG, Gold Winnings, Skill CD, Lucky Point, etc. You can unlock a demon once
you have all the relics. You can get the demonic relics from the invocation portal. After that, go to the bag - items - tap the relic - summon. Then deploy the demon to the demon team. So that would be all in this idle defense: Black Forest guide for beginners. Let's take a look at our top Idle Defense: Black
Forest Tips, Cheats and Strategies. Idle Defense: Black Forest Tips, Cheating &amp; Strategies: – 1.) Raise the defense You can do it by buying more parcels and deploying more towers. In addition, increasing the level of the tower, evolving them. Keep an eye on time-limited towers and get the best
discounted ones. 2.) Use and upgrade skills There are many skills you can use to inflict massive damage on dark forest monsters. At the beginning of the game, you have a lightning ability that hits enemies near the crystal and inflicts a critical attack on the tenth attempt. Continue using the skill when
fighting long waves from enemies or your boss. In addition, you can upgrade these skills in the skills menu with gold coins. 3.) Complete the daily tasks for free diamonds Go to the missions menu and then daily guide; there you can check all the daily tasks. Complete all of them to receive a special
reward; free diamonds. In addition to daily tasks, you have normal and repeated tasks that Must complete as soon as possible for gold coins. 4.) Touch the Chicken In the lower left corner of the battlefield, a chicken with video Ad offers often appears. Tap it and get free diamonds. 5.) Get gifts from the
Head store to the store and there you will find a lot of offers of video ads that you can accept free gold, keys (to open the breasts), game speed booster, diamonds, etc. Also, on the top right side on the main screen, tap the treasure option (⇑) -&gt; there you can pick up free DMG, gold coins booster.
There is also a spinning wheel featuring free diamonds, gold coins, secret key. So here are some basic tips from Idle Defense: Dark Forest for beginners. We will post more information about demons, skills, search functions soon. For more updates, game news, game guides, new game releases and
ALERTS – Like us on Facebook – MrGuider, Follow us on Twitter – @techhuntr. Check out – The new games for Android today. Do you have any suggestions? Send Here Facebook Twitter WhatsApp Reddit Reddit
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